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Introducing the Körner Perspective’s new cash management solution 
While the term ‘cash’ has morphed over time, we see cash as a short term deposit that is backed by the 

balance sheet of a bank (that one is happy to place deposits with). This morphing was clearly demonstrated 

by the ABIL fiasco, in which many income funds were shown to have had exposure to ABIL paper (not only 

short term deposits), and the resulting ‘haircuts’ (losses) or ‘side pocketing’ of holdings of investors. 

Körner Perspective realise the need therefore for an effective alternative to money market/ income funds 

as it is impossible for us to be assured that a fund will (at all times) only hold the types of paper (essentially 

big bank exposure) that we would be happy with. 

We looked for a facility that offered: 

1. Recourse to the balance sheet of a big bank. 

2. Immediate (same day) liquidity on call funds. 

3. An administratively simple but secure banking platform.  

4. The ability to make third party payments, as it is occasionally necessary to transfer funds on behalf 

of clients (e.g. for transferring funds offshore or paying SARS). 

5. The ability to handle estate late accounts, and 

6. Attractive interest rates and some flexibility on rates and the investment term. 

We investigated the cash management solutions of a number of banks and found the Investec Corporate 

cash Manager (Investec CCM) to be the best in the market, and as such began using the Investec Corporate 

Cash Manager a few months back. Having tested the service, we are now happy to offer the service to our 

broader clients and potential clients. 

 

What is the Investec Corporate Cash Manager (CCM)? 

Investec’s Corporate Cash Manager (CCM), is an innovative, secure online banking system that allows 

Körner Perspective to open and operate banking accounts for clients. 

The Investec CCM facility is specifically designed for professionals, such as accountants, lawyers, fiduciary 

companies and financial services companies.  

The power of the facility lies in the ability to harness the power of the collective/group (by aggregating the 

balances across a range of professional firms and clients), while operating a separate, functional bank 

account for each client. 

While the facility offers a range of interest rate options and deposit types (call, notice and term deposits), 

Körner Perspective see the real appeal in the call offering. 

Clients pay no transaction fees or charges (except for cash deposits and unusual transactions (e.g. 
guarantees)). 
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While there are a wide range of options (e.g. the Prime saver call account that is linked to prime or the CCM 
Call Money Fund), each with subtle differences, there are generally no minimum balances and the 
maximum deposit per account is capped at R 25 million (for the higher rate options).  

Our preferred call option is the Investec CCM Call money fund, as it offers great liquidity and an excellent 
interest rate (the rate is the average of the top four qualifying South African money market unit trust funds 
plus 0.15% on a daily basis).  

The system also has full reporting capability, including electronic statements and IT3(b) certificates. 
 

Where do Körner Perspective plan to use the facility?  

Körner Perspective plan to use the Investec CCM as our core cash solution, meaning that we will hold the 
cash component of client portfolios and cash still to be deployed into assets (e.g. equities) in this facility. 

Clients are obviously also welcome to place any surplus cash in the facility, as it will generally offer far 
better rates than clients would receive on retail transactions. 
 
We also think the facility will prove very popular with certain Public benefit organisations; church groups 
etc., where they require high levels of security, but also need to earn high interest rates. 
 

How safe is it? 

Clients are protected in a number of ways. 

Firstly, the facility has a high level of embedded security (e.g. all payments need two authorisations). 

Secondly, the risk relating to Korner Perspective is relieved by Korner Perspective’s professional indemnity 
and fidelity insurance. 

Lastly, and most importantly, we are happy with the counterparty risk of Investec, given: 

1. A steadily improving business model, with high annuity earnings from asset management, and less 
exposure to more risky activities such as investment banking or proprietary trading. 

2. The sale of non core/ legacy operations (e.g. Kensington). 
3. Very high capital adequacy ratios (14.7% for Investec Ltd. As at 31 March 2015). 
4. High levels of liquidity, cash and near cash (at March 2015) being almost GBP 10 billion. 

We are not only comfortable with the actual risk of the facility, but critically see it as a relatively lower risk 
option, say relative to income funds etc. 

Current rate 

The net interest rate (compounded monthly) to clients on the CCM call money account (our preferred 

option) would be 6.36%, after a typical 0.25% fee to KP. The Prime save saver (prime linked) is currently 

yielding 5.86%. This was as at 8th October 2015. 

Please don’t hesitate to call us on 011 706 3977 or 011 706 3974 for more information. 

  


